For immediate release
The Satanic Temple to unveil controversial monument for Capitol grounds in massive
ceremonial event July 25th
Despite opposition and protests, The Satanic Temple is hosting an unveiling event for their 9-foot
tall bronze ‘Baphomet’ sculpture -- constructed for placement next to a 10 Commandments
monument on Oklahoma State Capitol grounds -- in Detroit, Saturday, July 25th.
On July 25th in Detroit, The Satanic Temple (TST) will unveil its long-awaited Baphomet
monument as part of what is to be the largest public Satanic ceremony in history. Weighing oneton and standing nearly 9-feet tall, the bronze goat-headed idol has drawn opposition and protests
from local Christians demanding the event be shut down. With one venue backing out, The
Satanic Temple presses forward with their plans in an undisclosed location in downtown Detroit,
the address of which will be emailed to ticket-holders the day of the event. All tickets are pre-sale
only. All tickets must be advance-purchased online at:
http://thesatanictemple.ticketleap.com/thesatanictemple/details
The unveiling event will include performances by Detroit noise legends, Wolf Eyes -- described on
their website as “more than a band, but a collective mutant ensemble, an art abstraction unit” -and boston-based dark punk act, Sadist. DJ William Morrison (of avant industrial acts Skinny
Puppy and OhGr) will provide the festivities’ soundtrack.
Never before seen publicly in its completion, the Baphomet monument is already the most
controversial and politically charged contemporary work of art in the world.
The unveiling will kick-off TST’s legal efforts to secure placement of their monument next to a 10
Commandments monument on public grounds, either in Oklahoma or Arkansas. According to
TST’s spokesperson, Lucien Greaves, “Oklahoma has attempted to justify the inclusion of a 10
Commandments monument on their Capitol grounds with the claim that they maintain an open
forum for private monument donations. For well over a year now, in a blatant act of viewpoint
discrimination, Oklahoma has ignored our application on behalf of the Baphomet monument.
Recently, the Oklahoma Supreme Court ruled the 10 Commandments monument illegal, however,
their Governor is fighting to keep the monument standing. If she succeeds, we'll press for
recognition in Oklahoma. If she fails, we'll move our efforts to Arkansas where a very similar
situation is now playing out.” TST’s application for monument placement, and anticipated lawsuit,
has already been a subject of international controversy. The forthcoming lawsuit, whether in
Oklahoma out Arkansas, is certain to result in a historic trial, ensuring the one-time unveiling
event, too, will hold a unique place in history.
	
  

